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Brent timeline and latest forward curve
Still bullish outlook through 2020, but…
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New investment cycle potentially creating too much supply 2023-2025 as shale can grow further

Global liquids supply growth by segment vs. demand growth
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Permian Basin liquids production and activity in the base case price scenario

Permian: oil and NGL production, completed shale wells
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Total U.S. liquids production and activity in the base case price scenario
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Total U.S. gas production in the base case scenario

Total U.S. gas production by field type (associated*, dry**) and basin

Billion cubic feet per day

- *includes volumes from fields assumed to developed as oil fields (with GOR<160%)
- **includes other volumes from gas and gas-condensate fields (GOR>160%)
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Longer distances between supply and demand to facilitate more LNG trade

Supply and demand of natural gas, 2016-2030
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LNG market to tighten after 2022, over 200 Mt of liquefaction projects need to be sanctioned to meet demand by 2030.

Ramp-up in US capacity will lead to a well balanced market. Additional volumes will be easily absorbed by market.
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